Placement Office Director Says: 'Summer Jobs Will Be Scarce'

By Adrian Meppen

"The present business climate has had a bad effect on opportunities for jobs in the city this summer," Baruch School Placement Director Lawrence Lansner told THE TICKER last week.

"The Bill has been scheduled for the city this year, but we hope to get a better share of what's available, we will most likely have a lower amount of jobs than last year," Lansner stated.

Lansner stated that there is a good opportunity for summer work in the city for those who are willing to work for firms which have their sales peak during this season, particularly selling ice cream.

"We do have several hundred jobs for students as camp counselors," he said, "but the pay might not be as high as last year."

Opportunities for bus boys and other hotel jobs are coming in and we are filling them almost as soon as they come in," the Placement Director stated. "Students interested in working in the country should register at the place of work as soon as possible."

Concerning employment for graduating students, Lansner stated that the placement office has a number of openings for Accounting majors, for which there is a great call. Retailing is also in demand and the firm will consider those students who have never been in the field.

"In the sales field we have openings with textile firms for boys who will locate and/or travel," Lansner said.

Those are the only fields in which employment is expected.

SC Defeats Amendment To Unseat ICB, Chairman

A charter amendment to take away the Student Council seat of the Inter-Club Board Chairman was rejected by Student Council, 19-5-2, Saturday.

The proponents of the motion felt that since the ICB Chairman was not directly elected by the Student Body, he should not have a vote in matters concerning the Student Body.

ICB Confederation

The opponents of the motion argued that this amendment had only a destructive effect and, in the opinion of the ICB, would add insult to injury.

In other business, Council voted to table a proposal to change the current Insignium awards and procedure.

The Faculty Committee on Student Activities held a special meeting Tuesday to discuss the Student Bill of Rights and Responsibilities passed by SC last term. All of the "rights" were sent back to Student Council for consideration of the faculty objections.

The Bill, taken from the National Students Association Congress, was first approved by SC in 1955 and sent to FCSA. Discussion was not completed because there were various faculty objections.

NFA Committee

Last term, Council, with the aid of its NFA committee, discussed and amended the Bill in accordance with some of FCSA's objections. The amended Bill was presented to SC last Tuesday.

The future of the Bill remains uncertain due to the number of objections expressed Tuesday by the Faculty members of FCSA.

Government Seminar:

Three Politicians Speak Thursday

Hay, horses and hot dogs are being sold by the Class of '61, Plans Hayride.

"The occasion is the class' first social event of the season, a Hayride scheduled for May 3 on Staten Island. Tickets are being sold at the ninth floor booth, at $3.50 per couple."

The class council planned the Hayride instead of a dance at the Uptown FInley Center. Class President Arty Schreiber explained, "I feel that the freshmen class deserves more than the usual gruel and I believe that a Hayride in the country is the best way to enjoy the rest of the year."

Starting from the Clove Lake Stable at 6:30 p.m., the hayride will be a three hour event with a midnight weiner roast and cake songs.

"Arrangements have been made to allow large groups, such as some planks will have their own member," one for their own member, the dance will presumably be held.
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Ford Grants Scholarships

The Foundation also announced that it will continue its program of awarding scholarships to students in education and business administration for a second year. The two-year Ford Scholarships are worth $11,000 each for the first year and $11,000 for the second year.

The Ford Foundation has given over $2,000,000 in the first year to the 30 Ford Scholars. The 30 scholarships will be given to students who have demonstrated outstanding ability and leadership potential.
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Our Last Hope

This week's edition of "Academic Freedom Week" has been canceled. The main reason for this was the lack of students and faculty members who are interested in participating. The students were asked to submit their papers on the topic of "Academic Freedom," but only a few of them did so. The papers that were submitted were not of high quality, and the faculty members who were asked to review them were not interested in doing so. The lack of interest in this event is a reflection of the lack of interest in the topic of academic freedom among the students and faculty members of this university.

Mid-Term Log

In the last eight weeks, we have had a noticeable reduction in the contradictions and conflicts between the students and the faculty members. There is a need for a new form of organization to handle the conflicts that arise in this university. The faculty members and the students should work together to find a solution to these conflicts.

Placement

Contemporary Family Life

At least that's what the students and faculty members of this university believe. The current debate on the adequacy of the Baruch School's curriculum is ongoing. The students are concerned about the quality of the courses offered, while the faculty members believe that the courses are not challenging enough. The students are also concerned about the lack of resources available to them, while the faculty members believe that the resources are adequate. The students are also concerned about the lack of opportunities for them to engage in extracurricular activities, while the faculty members believe that the opportunities are adequate. The students are also concerned about the lack of opportunities for them to engage in extracurricular activities, while the faculty members believe that the opportunities are adequate.
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US Life Preferred Attends Class By Oriental Frosh
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Proposed CPA Law Backed by DeFisci

By Jack Klass

Proposed changes in the CPA, registration, certification, and examinations act, which is expected to be introduced in the Assembly on Thursday, are supported by the Committee on Accounting Education, and the Committee on Educational Issues.

The current CPA exam, which is given to Certified Public Accountants, is administered by the Board of Accountancy. The proposed changes would allow the Board of Accountancy to conduct the CPA exam, and would require that candidates be registered with the Board of Accountancy.

The proposed changes also include the establishment of a CPA board, which would be responsible for the administration of the CPA exam. The board would be composed of five members, appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate.

The proposed changes would also require that candidates pass the CPA exam within a specified period of time, and that they be licensed by the Board of Accountancy within a specified period of time.

The proposed changes are expected to be introduced in the Assembly on Thursday, and are expected to be supported by the Committee on Accounting Education, and the Committee on Educational Issues.

Second Article: Basketball Scandal to Recur

By Bob White

This season's basketball scandal may recur next season, as the NCAA has not yet taken any action to prevent the recurrence of the scandal.

The NCAA has not yet taken any action to prevent the recurrence of the scandal, as the investigation is still ongoing. However, the NCAA has expressed concern about the possibility of a recurrence of the scandal, and has stated that it will take action to prevent the recurrence of the scandal.

The NCAA has not yet taken any action to prevent the recurrence of the scandal, as the investigation is still ongoing. However, the NCAA has expressed concern about the possibility of a recurrence of the scandal, and has stated that it will take action to prevent the recurrence of the scandal.

Third Article: Basketball Team Wins

By Sarah Jones

The basketball team has won its first game of the season, defeating the University of Pennsylvania 78-69.

The team has won its first game of the season, defeating the University of Pennsylvania 78-69. The team, which is coached by Coach John Smith, is off to a good start this season.

The team has won its first game of the season, defeating the University of Pennsylvania 78-69. The team, which is coached by Coach John Smith, is off to a good start this season.

Fourth Article: Basketball Team Loses

By Jane Doe

The basketball team has lost its first game of the season, falling to the University of Pennsylvania 69-78.

The team has lost its first game of the season, falling to the University of Pennsylvania 69-78. The team, which is coached by Coach John Smith, is off to a poor start this season.

The team has lost its first game of the season, falling to the University of Pennsylvania 69-78. The team, which is coached by Coach John Smith, is off to a poor start this season.
Baseball Team Turned Back For Ninth Consecutive Time

The College's baseball team came out on the short end of an 8-4 score yesterday afternoon at Macombs Dam Park in a battle of two previously wireless teams. The Beavers, still winless at game's end, were sent to their ninth straight defeat of the year by Brooklyn College, who, in spite of a 3-0 lead prior to the game, had lost seven straight contests.

The Kingsmen opened the game by scoring three runs off Lavender starter Stew Weiss in the first frame. The score remained 3-0 until the fourth inning when Beaver shortstop Bobby Demas singled for the first City safety of the contest.

Demas went to third on a wild throw by the Brooklyn catcher, and then, with two out and Ronnie Weiss on first base via a walk, Lavender pitcher Steve Schmidt walked a batter to dead center field to tie the contest at 3-3. Demas followed with a double to drive in Weiss and gave the Beavers a 4-3 lead. The final run of the inning came in on a pickoff attempt by the Brooklyn second baseman.

Meanwhile, Beaver hurler Weiβ appeared to have the Brooklyn batters befuddled as he faced only ten batters in the middle three innings of the game.

The Kingsmen came back to life in the seventh and jumped on the Beaver pitcher for a run and three hits before he was relieved by Dick Mascia. Mascia succeeded in getting the side out, but prior to the Kingsmen had scored two more runs to vault into a 6-3 lead.

The Kingsmen scored again in the eighth inning on a single, followed by a stolen base and an error by Beaver first baseman Tony Pisenti. A ninth inning double by Irv Markowitz accounted for the final Brooklyn tally of the day.

MIGHTY SWINGING: City College baseball reached its lowest ebb yesterday as the Brooklyn College team, previously wireless, toppled the Lavender pitchers for a run and three hits before he was relieved by Dick Mascia. Mascia succeeded in getting the side out, but prior to the Kingsmen had scored two more runs to vault into a 6-3 lead.

The Kingsmen scored again in the eighth inning on a single, followed by a stolen base and an error by Beaver first baseman Tony Pisenti. A ninth inning double by Irv Markowitz accounted for the final Brooklyn tally of the day.

City to Oppose Rams; Still Seeking Victory

The City College nine will invade Fordham University Thursday in quest of its first victory of the season. The contest should prove to be a tough one for the Beavers, since the Rams have compiled a 2-1 record.

The starting pitcher for Fordham has not yet been announced. The three possible candidates are John Balsamo, Fred Krisp, or Joe Melnick. Balsamo has already won two games this year. Krisp has a record of one and one. He achieved his win by shutting out New York University, 7-0. In chalking up the victory he struck out 18 batters while allowing two hits. In addition, Krisp helped his cause by driving in three runs against the University of Buffalo.

Melnick, the third candidate for the pitching assignment, has also been sharp. This past Sunday, he recorded a shutout against the University of Buffalo, allowing only two hits.

Mighty Swinging: City College baseball reached its lowest ebb yesterday as the Brooklyn College team, previously wireless, toppled the Lavender pitchers for a run and three hits before he was relieved by Dick Mascia. Mascia succeeded in getting the side out, but prior to the Kingsmen had scored two more runs to vault into a 6-3 lead.

Teachers Triumph in Test; Millermen Trounced, 13-7

Failing to put two good halves together in one contest, once again, the College's lacrosse team lost its third game of the season, Saturday at Lewishorn Stadium.

The Beavers were beaten by Cortland State Teachers College, 13-7 and consequently remained without a victory this season.

The Lavender, for the first time this year, took the lead in the initial period of the contest, scoring two quick goals in the first stanza. The Beavers held their opponents scoreless in the first period and as a result, led 2-0.

In the second quarter, the future stars gave the Lavender an inkling of what was to come by scoring five goals while holding the Beavers to two tallies. As a result, the teams went into the half with the Millermen on the short end of a 5-4 score.

The second half of the contest proved to be one in which the Beavers offense and defense collapsed completely as the Upstate, combining superior passing and blocking with sharp shooting, scored eight times, while holding Chief Leon Miller's charges to three goals.

The Lavender collapse was due mainly to the inability of the Beaver netmen to block and pass effectively as they had done in the first half.

High scorers for the Millermen in the losing effort were Ronald Boe, who tallied three times, and Vito Cutrona, who tallied twice. The other

Cindermen Prepared For Season's Opener

By George Privracky

The varisty track team is whippng into shape under the supervision of coach Harry deGiroldano. Results of their hard work will soon be seen.

The big meet for the cindermen will be the Collegiate Track Conference, won by City last year. In addition, the Penn Relays will act as a test of the durability and endurance of the mile relay team.

The starting team is composed of co-captains Ralph Taylor and Stan Dawkins, in addition to Lenie Turner and Ike Clark.

Olympia

To foster a greater spirit of competition, a second Olympiad will be held. It consists of ten track and field events and the winner is awarded a trophy for scoring the greatest aggregate of points.

This activity is an inter-squad affair which has in the past been responsible for revealing hidden talents in all events. Last year's trophy winner was co-captain Ralph Taylor, who added to his record a blistering 1:55.6 half mile in ICA competiton.

Prior to this semester, freshmen were not able to compete in track and field. However, with the newly instituted fresh track squad this is no longer true.

Basic Formula

Coach deGiroldano utilizes a basic formula for the production of good runners, the ones who become champions, in perseverance, sweat and practice, and still more practice. The adherenee of this track formula is the complete.

Pennants

The sports staff, in a daring mood, has decided to publish its pennant picks for the 1958 baseball season. Going out on a not too dangerous limb, the staff has picked the New York Yankees and Milwaukee Braves to run away with the pennants in their respective leagues.

In addition with this consensus is Edgar Beach, a loyal Yankee fan who does not believe anyone can beat them.

Co-ed Swim Set by IMB

The Intra-Mural Board will present the semi-annual Co-ed Meet Thursday, May 8 from 12:20 to 2:20. The events will be held at the Sweetheart Swim, Ballooned for the benefit of the Imus, a joint women's organization.

In addition to these traditions events, a beauty contest will be inaugurated; all co-eds are eligible to compete. Judging the beauties are Mel Winer of THE TICKER, Camille Visconti of IMB, Lenny Elster of IMB and Katherine Meyn of the Health Education Department, and Harry Smith of the Hygiene Department.

Women's Swim Meet

The Women's Swim Meet will be held Thursday, May 8 from 12:20 to 2:20. Medals will be awarded to the winners of the events on a point system basis. There will be class awards to all participating members. All girls who are interested should contact Adrien Friedman, manager of the event in the IMB office, 610A.

The Carnival of Champs was held Saturday, May 3. The hautest beauties are George Privracky and Rocco Mondo. A trophy will be awarded to the winners in addition to their being eligible for the Athletic of the Month award.